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Abstract
Relaxor ferroelectrics are disordered crystalline materials that have short-range
ferroelectric order, known as polar nanoregions. These materials do not ex-
hibit a ferroelectric phase transition at zero field, but rather enter a glassy-like
relaxor regime. The source of the glassy freezing and the thermodynamically
stable phase in the relaxor regime are still uncertain. This thesis attempts
to explain the entities and interactions involved in the emergence of glass-like
behavior, and to describe their thermodynamically stable phase at low temper-
ature. To do this, we conducted dielectric susceptibility and pyroelectric cur-
rent measurements on two prototypical perovskite relaxors, PbMg1/3Nb2/3O3
(PMN) and the solid solution of PMN with the ferroelectric PbT iO3 (PT),
(PbMg1/3Nb2/3O3)1−x(PbT iO3)x (x = 12%).
To understand the onset of glassy freezing, we analyzed the effect of a DC
external field Edc on the Vogel-Fulcher freezing temperature TV F . We found a
reduction in TV F when the external field along the [111] direction was increased.
This implied that the interactions among the polar nanoregions are responsible
for the onset of glassy freezing. The effect of Edc applied along [100] direction
on TV F suggested the key interactions are a mixture of dipolar and quadrupolar
strain interactions.
Furthermore, in PMN we found there exist a field induced two-step phase
transition into the ferroelectric state and two-step depolarization on heating.
We were able to identify the first step on cooling with the second step transi-
tion (i.e. higher temperature) on heating. The second step transition on heating
looks like a possible phase transition. Moreover, the two steps in depolarization
showed exhibited different stabilities. The ferroelectric state associated with the
low temperature step lost polarization more easily when aged below the depo-
larization peak than the state associated with the second step. This suggested
that the thermodynamically stable phase in the relaxor regime is a more disor-
dered phase. Additionally, we performed aging experiments on PMN-12%PT in
the relaxor regime. We found that even after the sample was highly polarized
spinglass-like aging remained. This implied the need for more than one order
parameter to describe the low temperature glassy phase.
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1 Introduction
Relaxor ferroelectrics have recently seen a resurgence of interest, driven partly
from their industrial applications. They have uses in optics as phase conjugate
mirrors and optical modulators, thanks to a large electro-optic coefficient.[1]
Other applications for them have been identified in information storage, piezo-
electric sensors, actuators, and micropositioners due to a large electrostrictive
coefficient.[2] The relaxor ferroelectrics have been known for over forty years
and despite considerable amount of research, the physical mechanism leading to
their unique characteristics is still unclear.
Relaxor ferroelectrics are a system with inherent chemical disorder.[3] The
disorder derives from the substitution of two cations at crystallographically
equivalent lattice sites.[4] This has a profound effect on the material’s proper-
ties, and distinguishes them from normal ferroelectrics. Relaxors have a diffuse
crossover from the paraelectric regime towards a glass-like state without any
long-range ferroelectric order. This thesis attempts to explain the entities and
interactions involved in the emergence of glass-like behavior, and to describe
their thermodynamically stable phase at low temperature. To do this, we used
dielectric susceptibility and pyroelectric current measurements on the cubic per-
ovskites relaxor ferroelectrics. The remaining sections of Ch. 1 will introduce
in more detail the properties of the cubic perovskites relaxor ferroelectrics.
1.1 Perovskite Relaxor Ferroelectrics
Members of the cubic perovskite relaxor ferroelectrics1 have a A(B1B2)O3 chem-
ical composition with cations B1 and B2 randomly distributed on the B-sites.[4]
Figure 1.1 shows the overall cubic lattice, with Pb forming the cubic lattice and
the B cations occupying the unit cell’s center. Examples of these relaxors in this
family are: PbMg1/3Nb2/3O3 (PMN), (PbMg1/3Nb2/3O3)1−x(PbT iO3)x which
is solid solution of PMN with the ferroelectric PbT iO3 (PT), PbZr1/3Nb2/3O3
(PZN), (PbZr1/3Nb2/3O3)x(PbT iO3)x (PZN-xPT), PbSc1/2Nb1/2O3 (PSN) and
Pb1−xLaxZr1−yTiyO3 (PLZT). Our studies are on PMN and the related relaxor
PMN-xPT since they are prototypical members of this family.
Relaxors behave differently from normal ferroelectrics, such as PbT iO3. Nor-
mal ferroelectrics have a phase transition that results in a spontaneous polar-
ization and macroscopic change in symmetry at a critical temperature Tc.[2] At




Figure 1.1: The crystalline structure of ABO3 perovskite relaxor ferroelectrics.
The cubic lattice has sides of ≈ 4A˚.
Tc the susceptibility often follows a Curie-Weiss law described by
χ′(T ) =
C
T − Tc , T > Tc (1.1)
where C is a constant. The normal FE is in a ferroelectric phase for T < Tc,
and in a paraelectric phase above Tc. In PbT iO3, the lattice transforms from
cubic to tetragonal at Tc = 765 K, and the c axis increases by 1% just below
Tc.[5] The Ti (B-site) atom and oxygen lattice shift relative to the Pb (A-site)
lattice. This shifting results in the formation of spontaneous polarization, which
serves as an order parameter in normal ferroelectrics.
However in relaxors, there is a crossover towards a glass-like state without
any long-range ferroelectric order. The temperature dependence of the suscepti-
bility is a broad, diffuse peak with a frequency dispersion. Figure 1.2 shows the
typical relaxor susceptibility curves. There is a clear dispersion in the real ε′ and
imaginary ε′′ parts of the complex susceptibility2. The maximum in-phase re-
sponse ε′, increases with decreasing frequency and peaks at a lower temperature.
The maximum in the dissipative (imaginary) part ε′′, increases with increasing
frequency and peaks a high temperature. The dispersion in ε suggests a broad
distribution of relaxation times. The peak in ε′ represents where the dominant
relaxation rate τ−1 of the material matches the measurement frequency. As
the temperature is lowered, these relaxation times get longer and longer and
increase faster than an Arrhenius law would predict. Arrhenius kinetics would
2The dielectric constant ε = 1+χ, where χ is the dielectric susceptibility. In these materials,
χ 1 therefore ε ≈ χ.
2






























Figure 1.2: The typical in-phase (a) and out-of-phase (b) components of the
complex dielectric susceptibility vs. T of relaxors is shown. The frequencies are
100, 200, 500, 1k, 2k, 5k, 10k, 20k Hz. The frequencies increase from left to the
right for ε′ and right to left for ε′′. (courtesy of E. Colla)
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be expected from system configurations hopping over a fixed energy barrier that
is not too temperature dependent. The relaxation time would follow
τ = τ0eEa/kBTp , (1.2)
where Ea is the energy barrier height, and Tp is temperature where the in peak
ε(T ) occurs, τo is the attempt frequency. When Eq. 1.2 is applied to relaxors one
obtains an unphysically large attempt frequencies. Therefore, the faster than
Arrhenius relaxation time points towards a cooperative freezing mechanism and
growing energy barriers as T is lowered. In relaxors, the relaxation time can be
characterized by an empirical Vogel-Fulcher form of
τ = τ0eEo/(Tp−TV F ), (1.3)
where Eo is the activation energy, τ−1o is an attempt frequency near phonon
frequencies[6], and TV F is the Vogel-Fulcher freezing temperature (approxi-
mately 220 K in PMN).
A summary of the relaxor properties of PMN is presented in the empirical
E-T phase diagram (Fig. 1.3). At high temperature, the relaxor is in the
paraelectric phase (PE). By cooling in a field greater than Eth the threshold
field, the relaxor enters the ferroelectric phase (FE). On the other hand, if the
relaxor is field cooled with E < Eth, then it enters a glassy phase (GL). The
glassy phase has characteristics similar to that of magnetic spinglass which lead
to an analogy of relaxors as some sort of spinglass.3 This glassy phase can
be separated into two regions GL-I and GL-II. GL-I phase characteristics are
stable irrespective of the field history,[8] though the microstate that one arrives
is history dependent. GL-II is non-ergodic, and the macrostate one arrives at is
path dependent. If GL-II is entered by first field cooling (FC) to the FE phase,
and then removing the field, the state arrived at is similar to the FE phase.
1.2 Polar Nanoregions
Evidence suggests that relaxor behavior must involve regions of short-range fer-
roelectric order nown as polar nanoregions (PNRs).[9, 4] PNRs were discovered
through a change in the index of refraction n(T ), which is related to the lo-
cal polarization.[9] The index of refraction deviated from its high temperature
linear temperature dependence at temperature Td. Deviation from the linear
dependence was interpreted as the formation of short-ranged local polarization,
starting at approximately 600 K for PMN. The PNR are estimated to have a
typical size 5 nm below Td.[3] Unlike normal ferroelectrics, when the tempera-
3Magnetic spinglass systems have quenched disorder (i.e. temperature independent) and
some sort of frustration whereby spins must satisfy competing interactions. For example,
in EuxSr1−xS has ferromagnetic nearest-neighbor interactions and anti-ferromagnetic next-
nearest neighbor interactions.[7] Like relaxors, they possess a broad range of relaxation rates
and a similar slow response.
4























Figure 1.3: Canonical phase diagram of PMN with three main regions: ferro-
electric (FE), paraelectric (PE) and glass-like (GL-I,GL-II). GL-I represents the
glass-like phase that is stable irrespective of the E-T path. Whereas, the phase
GL-II, can either behave like the FE, if reached by reducing the field below Eth
the threshold field: or glass-like if arrived at by passing through GL-I.
5
ture is lowered further, the PNR grows slightly[10] but fails to form long range
order. Neutron and x-ray scattering experiments have shown that the PNR
freeze below approximately 210 K, and they are randomly distributed within
a cubic matrix of disordered polarizations.[11, 12, 13, 14] The sample volume
fraction occupied by the PNRs is estimated to be around 30% below 210 K.[13]
PNR are the most likely source of the large susceptibility and the non-
Arrhenuius behavior in relaxors. Consider a calculation based on 1-D non-






where p is the dipole moment of a unit cell, and n is the dipole density in the







where Psat is the saturation polarization and V is the fluctuating volume, as-
suming V = 1/n. Based on the fact that a typical relaxor has peak susceptibility
around 104 and for PMN Tp = 260 K and Psat = 0.3C/m2, we find the fluctu-
ating volume is 3.5 nm3. Assuming a cubic fluctuating volume, the sides would
have a length of d = 1.5 nm, which is approximately 4 unit cells long. This
distance is on the same length scale as a PNR and suggests that susceptibility
very likely comes from PNRs fluctuating. If we assume that approximately 1/3
of the sample dipoles are contained within PNRs, then the fluctuating volume
increases by 3 to V = 10.5 nm3, or sides of length d = 2.18 nm. These are
the lower bounds on the fluctuating volume if we neglect the effects of random
fields. Random fields reduce the susceptibility, since they act as dipoles pinning
sources. Thus, the reorienting volume has to be even larger than Eq. 1.5 pre-
dicts, to obtain the large susceptibility. The PNR is the only observed entity
that could be responsible for the large susceptibility.
The origin of the PNR has been studied extensively with a techniques such
as neutron and x-ray diffraction. At a unit-cell level, the PNR results from
correlated shifts of atomic displacements. In PMN, the Pb and Mg/Nb atoms
shift relative to the oxygen atoms along the [111] directions.[12, 15] This results
in a PNR with rhombohedral symmetry. High Resolution Transmission Electron
Microscopy (HRTEM) has revealed the presence of chemical nanoregions (CNR),
of the order of 2 nm in diameter.[16] These regions are a mixture of order
and disorder, with a composition similar to the bulk.[17] It was proposed that
these regions have two B-site sublattices. The order comes from one sublattice
being solely occupied by B2 cations (Nb+5 in PMN); and the disorder comes
from the other sublattice being a random mixture of B1 and B2 cations.[17]
Some relaxors, such as PbSc1/2Ta1/2O3 (PST), can become perfectly ordered,
and possess full translational symmetry with careful thermal annealing.[4] The
6
ordering results in a first order ferroelectric phase transition on cooling.[3] PMN
is unique among the relaxors, in that its disorder cannot be thermally annealed
away. The random distribution of B-cations creates intense sources of random
electric fields, which may play a role in limiting the size of the nanodomains
and suppressing long range ferroelectric order.
Over the years, several models have attempted to describe the dynamics of
relaxors. Most of these models include the PNR because it plays an important
role in relaxor behavior. One model that included PNR proposed that relax-
ors are a super-paraelectric.[4] In this model, the PNR are able to flip among
the eight directions of the easy axes above the susceptibility maximum. As the
temperature is lowered, the PNR freeze independently and the random fields
prevent the formation long range order. This model predicts the system to have
Arrhenius kinetics. However, Arrhenius kinetics are not observed in relaxors.
Moreover, the frozen PNRs are unable to explain the low temperature aging ob-
served in the relaxors.[18]. Thus, it is insufficient to model PNR as independent
fluctuating dipole moments and the only source of glassiness.
Others have proposed that relaxor behavior is similar to the tweed phase in
martensites, based on observations of tweed patterns in PMN-PT with large PT
content.[19] In martensites, the tweed phase is an intermediate phase between
the austenite and martensite phases. This tweed phase has been mapped onto
a 2-D Ising spinglass model.[20, 21] Extending this model to three dimensions
may be useful for describing relaxor behavior (see Ch. 2).
Other have included PNR interactions and random fields in describing re-
laxor behavior, using a four state vector Potts model with a random Potts
field.[22] Each unit cell in the perovskite lattice is represented by one dynamical
variable – the spin with four possible states. Each spin has nearest neighbor
ferromagnetic interactions and a random field acting on it. Though the model
produces a phase diagram with some of the of relaxor characteristics: paraelec-
tric, glassy and FE phases, the spin states chosen have an incorrect symmetry
to model PMN, as explained in Ch. 2
In this thesis, we seek to find the origin of the glass-like behavior and the low
temperature thermodynamically stable phase. In addition, we hope to gather
additional information on the relevant degrees of freedom that may guide future
models. In Ch. 2, we begin by trying to understand the onset of glassy freezing
through analyzing the dependence of the freezing temperature as a function of
applied field. If one assumes that interactions among the PNR are the basis
of the glassy freezing, then the significant reduction in TV F as a function of
Edc, is found to fit a dielectric Gabay-Toulouse (GT) line surprisingly well.
The GT line, found originally in magnetic Heisenberg spinglasses, separates the
paramagnetic and spinglasses phases.[23, 24]
In Ch. 3, we investigated the low temperature aging of PMN-12%PT. We
know that in PMN[25] and PMN-8%PT[26], another low-temperature spinglass-
like order is present. In our experiments on PMN-12%PT, we tested to see if
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the low-temperature spinglass-like state remains with an increase ferroelectric
order. We found that aging persists, even for a sample polarization near the
saturation polarization Psat. These results are consistent with the results ob-
tained on PMN-8%PT.[26] These results supports the need for more than one
order parameter to describe the low temperature relaxor state.
In Ch. 4, we looked at the two-step transition into the ferroelectric state
and on zero field heating in PMN.[27, 28] Using measurements of the pyroelec-
tric current, we were able to identify a correspondence between the steps on
polarization and depolarization. We show that the high-T peak (T = 211 K)
on heating corresponds to the first transition step on field cooling.
In Ch. 5, we examined the thermodynamic stability of the low temperature
ferroelectric states in PMN. We found that there are two ferroelectric states
with different stabilities. Measurements of the two-step depolarization in the
pyroelectric current show that individual peaks exhibit different stabilities. The
high temperature depolarization peak associated with the intermediate FE state
was stable below T = 203 K. When the sample was aged near the depolariza-
tion peak at 211 K, we found a significant reduction in the polarization of the
intermediate ferroelectric state. The low temperature FE state was less stable
and lost polarization more easily. This suggests that for T < 205 K, there is
tendency for the PMN to either age towards the intermediate ferroelectric state,
or a more disordered state.
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2 Freezing Mechanisms in
PMN [100], PMN [111] and
PMN-12%PT [111]
2.1 PMN-12%PT [111] Measurements
There has been considerable evidence that in relaxors with an average cubic
symmetry, unlike uniaxial relaxors[29], a low-temperature spinglass-like order
is present even when the PNR are too highly polarized to support any spin-
glass order.[26] One explanation is a glass of unit-cell dipole moments canted
to the PNR polarization.[28] Evidence for these moments came from x-ray and
neutron diffraction measurements on PMN.[15, 30] It was shown that the dipole
moments are created from Pb atoms shifted relative to the O atoms along the
[100]-type directions.[13] The disorder will cause the dipole moments to point
randomly in one of the [100] directions. These local moments can interact with
other moments and the lattice, which would form a glass of unit-cell dipole
moments. It is this glass that could couple to the larger PNR moment, and
affect the PNR kinetics. However, it has not been clear whether the kinetic
effects causing the loss of susceptibility were due to those same unit-cell-scale
degrees of freedom. Here we show, using the field dependence of the glassy
freezing temperature as well as the finite-size dependence of the temperature
dependence of the kinetics, that the main freezing effect is due to inter-PNR
interactions, rather than to the more local, less polar degrees of freedom which
become important at lower T .
The temperature of the peak in ε(f), Tp(f) is a decreasing function of applied
electric field E for small E in the perovskite relaxors. (e.g. [31], [32]) Since for
spin-glass models and materials the freezing temperature is a decreasing function
of the applied magnetic field, it is possible that there is a useful analogy between
the two effects. In order to make a good comparison, particularly to determine
the exponent connecting the reduction in the freezing temperature to the ap-
plied field, it is important to first extract an accurate frequency-independent
freezing temperature from the frequency-dependent Tp(f), rather than to sim-
ply use the previously reported Tp(f). This extraction requires an accurate set
of Tp(f) taken over a wide range of f , as discussed below. The slow kinetics
observed in the susceptibility χ(T, f) show a distinctly non-Arrhenius depen-
dence on T and frequency (f) [32, 33] roughly similar to spin-glasses [34] and
other cooperative glasses.[35] The dependence Tp(f) on f can be fit with the
Vogel-Fulcher form (1.3). TV F is taken to be the empirical glass transition tem-
perature. In spin-glasses, the freezing temperature Tf (whether taken to be a
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sharp kinetic crossover or a true phase transition) decreases in an applied field,
H. [34] The qualitative explanation is simple: as the spins are aligned, there are
fewer of them free to form a glass (in the Ising case [36]) or weaker thermally
free interacting moments (in the vector spin case). The functional dependences
of the freezing temperature on field are different for these two cases. Theo-
retical arguments indicate that Tf (H) for vector spin-glasses should follow a
Gabay-Toulouse (GT) line[23]:








where µ is (approximately, in practice) the single-spin moment, and kB is Boltz-
manns constant. This sort of behavior has been observed experimentally.[24]
In these experiments we focus on the dependence of TV F of the perovskite
relaxor PMN-12%PT on applied electric field, Edc. The significant reduction in
TV F as a function of Edc, will be found to fit a dielectric GT line surprisingly
well if one assumes that interactions among the PNR are the basis of the glassy
freezing. The same interpretation is also supported by finite-size effects on the
form of the T−f dependence of ε(T, f) in powder samples with small grains.[37]
2.1.1 Experiment Setup
Multi-frequency measurements of the in-phase susceptibility ε′(T, f) were per-
formed on single crystal PMN-xPT (x=0.12), grown by a modified Bridgeman
technique by TRS Technologies of State College, PA. The sample was about
∼0.52 mm thick and ∼5 mm on each side, oriented with a [111] direction par-
allel to the applied field. The electrodes were made by sputtering a 100 nm Au
layer onto a 10 nm Cr under-layer on each side of the sample. One side was
fully covered while the other had a 1.91 mm diameter circular electrode.
Dielectric susceptibility measurement throughout this thesis employed stan-
dard amplifier techniques. The signal was digitized using an analog to digital
converter (ADC) with a 7225 Signal Recovery lock-in amplifier. During the
temperature scan measurements were made with a lock-in amplifier at frequen-
cies f = 5, 10, 50, 100, 500, 1k, 5k, 10k, and 50k Hz. The output time constant
was 10/f for low f , and the time spent at each f before switching to the next
was 1s+100/f . All the ac susceptibility measurements used an ac measuring
field of approximately 2V/cm which is significantly smaller than the DC field
applied during the measurements. ε(T, f) was measured at the following fixed
fields: Edc =0, 0.4, 0.8, 1.1, 1.41 kV/cm. The external field was applied at the
onset of cooling and remained on during heating.
The temperature was controlled by LR130 PID controller and standard ni-
trogen transfer line cryostat. In addition, the sample was held under vacuum
with a mechanical pump during the measurements. Prior to each temperature
sweep, the sample was annealed at T=450K for several hours to erase the his-
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Figure 2.1: The real susceptibilities at 5, 10, 50, 100, 500, 1k, 5k, 10k, 50k Hz
are shown upon cooling in zero field and 1.13kV/cm. The highest frequency is
furtherest to the right.
tory of the polarization. The sample was cooled from T = 450 K to T = 350
K at dT/dt = 4 K/min, with the fast rate used to save time. From T =350 K
to a T just above the empirical FE freezing temperature we used |dT/dt| = 0.1
K/min on cooling and warming, to ensure that an accurate measurement of the
temperature was obtained at each measurement frequency.
2.1.2 Results
In Figure 2.1 we show the typical ε(T, f) curves, taken at different f , measured
in zero field (ZF). The peak in ε(T, f), Tp(f), determined by fitting a third order
polynomial in a temperature window of about 6 K around the ε(T, f) peak. (The
width of the window varied with frequency measured, as low frequencies have
broader peaks in ε(T, f).) The resulting fit was then differentiated to find the
maximum. The Tp(f) were fit to via 1.3, giving TV F . We checked that Tp was
insensitive to our choice of window, within the range used, to within 20mK.
Figure 2.2 shows the VF fit at Edc = 0 and at 1.13 kV/cm, giving TV F =
309.17 ± 0.6 K and 300.5 ± 1.5 K, respectively. The TV F ’s obtained from data
taken while warming were identical within error bars to those found on cooling,
showing (among other things) that the sweep rate is sufficiently slow.
Figure 2.3 shows the empirical Edc-T empirical phase diagram including
TV F (Edc) as well as the approximate empirical freezing line and the (near-
11


















EDC = 1.13 kV/cm
Figure 2.2: The log(f/1 Hz) vs T−1 is plotted for two different external fields
with Tp measured from the susceptibility upon cooling. Squares: Edc = 0
kV/cm, fit with TV F = 309.17 K. Triangles: Edc = 1.13 kV/cm, fit with TV F
= 300.49 K
equilibrium [28]) melting line, each determined from peaks in pyroelectric cur-
rent on heating or cooling. (For our current purposes, the behavior at high
E of the FE melting and freezing, which is believed to involve a critical point
terminating the equilibrium transition line [38], is largely irrelevant.) The TV F
points to the left of the freezing line are based entirely on fits to data taken
to the right of the freezing line. TV F drops with increasing |EDC |, opposite to
the behavior of the equilibrium (melting) FE transition line, and reminiscent of
spin-glass behavior.
2.1.3 Discussion
In order to semi-quantitatively compare the reduction of τ , (i.e. TV F (Edc)/TV F (0)
vs |Edc|) with spin-glass behavior, we convert Edc to dimensionless form. For
the field, the conversion for a spin-glass involves multiplying Edc by the dipole
moment of the individual spins and dividing by the thermal energy scale. In this
case, the dipole moments of the PNR are only roughly known, and the response
to fields is limited not only by the thermal energy but also by random fields.
Therefore we believe that the appropriate dimensionless form of Edc for a glass
composed of PNR should correspond approximately to the polarization divided
by the saturation polarization, PS . Thus we fit τ(Edc) with the following form:
CεEdc
Ps
= (1− τ)p (2.2)
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Figure 2.3: The phase diagram for PMN-12%PT is plotted with the freezing
line (triangles), melting line (squares), TV F cooling line (circles), and TV F heat-
ing line (diamonds) versus Edc. The phases are ferroelectric (FE), nonergodic
relaxor (RXF), ergodic relaxor, or paraelectric (PE), with one region (FE/RXF)
showing history-dependent phase. The freezing line is the measured tempera-
ture where the peak pryoelectric current Ip occurs upon cooling in field. The
melting line was determined from the peak in Ip upon heating. TV F cooling
and TV F heating are calculated from the peaks in susceptibility upon cooling
and heating, respectively.
where C is a dimensionless constant. For the GT form, p=0.5 and C is of order
unity. Fitting our data while fixing TV F (0) at 309.17K and allowing p and C
to float gives p = 0.55 ± 0.03 and C = 1.52 ± 0.16. The closeness of p to
the simple G-T value of 0.5 suggests fitting with p=0.5, while allowing TV F (0)
to float within the error bars. This procedure also produces a good fit, with
TV F (0) = 308.74 ± 0.08 K (well within the direct experimental error bars for
that quantity) and C = 1.77 ± 0.03. The data points at large Edc that do not fit
the curve are based on data taken near the transition to the FE phase, in which
a peculiar double-peaked ε(T ) is found, possibly influenced by the proximity of
a critical point.[38]
If the glassy regime of this relaxor were simply driven by interactions among
PNR with choices of eight easy axes, it would be somewhat surprising for the
Edc − TV F curve to fit the GT-like equation (2.2), since that applies to sys-
tems without local anisotropy. It is known, however, that the spatial-average
anisotropy is fairly weak.[39] Even more surprising, equation (2.2) works even
though the relaxor has very prominent random fields helping to lower its suscep-
tibility, unlike standard spin-glasses, for which time-reversal symmetry forbids
13


















Figure 2.4: The dividing line TV F (Edc) between the RXF and the paraelectric
phase is shown. The solid line is a GT-type fit with p = 0.5, giving TV F (0) =
308.74 ± 0.08 K and C = 1.77 ± 0.03. The dashed line fixes TV F = 309.17 K ,
giving p = 0.55 ± 0.03 and C = 1.52 ± 0.16.
random fields. Thus we do not claim that this fit confirms some prior predic-
tion. Nevertheless, the strong GT-like sensitivity of TV F to polarization would
be hard to understand unless, as in the spin-glass case, the polarizing entities
are the same things whose interactions drive the formation of the glassy state.
For example, the entities (probably unit-cell displacements orthogonal to PNR
polarizations) [28, 29] which contribute low-T spin-glass-like aging in polarized
states well above the GT line [26] would be very unlikely candidates to show
simple GT behavior.
There are several independent pieces of evidence to support this conclusion.
If the relaxor glassy state is formed by interactions among PNR, one would
expect that the formation of the glass would be disrupted by finite-size effects
in grains which contain only a few PNR. Just such loss of V F behavior has
been found in powder samples, only when the grain size is small.[37] (We have
replicated those results in detail for one such sample.) However, the attempt
rates determined from approximate Arrhenius fits for small-grain powder sam-
ples is unphysically large [40], indicating that the freezing still involves growth
of thermodynamic correlations, but not with the long-range correlations needed
to support a distinct transition temperature.
One would also expect that relaxor materials which are driven by very dif-
ferent physics, for example uniaxial materials, approximately describable by a
random-field Ising model, should not show GT-like behavior. In fact, for one
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such material Tp shows no clear systematic decrease with polarization, i.e. C <
0.03 [29]
Finally, we comment on two possible issues connected with this interpre-
tation. Firstly, in the best-developed model treating the PNR orientations as
nearly isotropic, the spherical random field random bond mean-field model, it
has been shown that there is no GT line [41]. However, that argument concerns a
true phase transition line, not the sort of sharp kinetic crossovers which occur in
many glass transitions, and which are identified by Vogel-Fulcher behavior.[35]
Secondly, we emphasize again that the spin-glass-like aging found above the GT
line and well below TV F in PMN-12%PT must originate in a different glassy
order parameter than the one involved in the freezing at TV F .[26] For those
aging effects, the most plausible origin remains a glass of constrained [100]-type
unit-cell displacements coupled to the PNR polarization.[28, 29, 39] Thus two
distinct glassy order parameters exist in parallel.
2.2 TV F Dependence on External Field
Direction
Since the freezing into the glassy state appears to be driven by the interactions
among the PNR then it is reasonable to suspect that the freezing will likely
depend on the direction of the external field. This follows from the fact that
these regions have a lower symmetry (i.e. rhombohedral) than the average
cubic lattice structure which leads to small static strain due to the competing
geometries.[42] Unless PMN is field cooled, the overall lattice structure remains
cubic far past the field induced ferroelectric phase transition temperature TC =
210 K.[10] The retention of the cubic phase has been observed in other relaxors
such as PMN-xPT, PZN-xPT, and PZN for sufficiently low PT doping.[43, 44]
To illuminate the relationship between the PNR and the host lattice, Ref.
[45] performed neutron diffuse scattering measurements on the relaxor PZN-
8%PT in the ferroelectric phase. Diffuse scattering measurements provide in-
formation on local lattice distortion and associated strain fields.[46] When PZN-
8%PT is field cooled with Edc parallel to the [001] axis, it transforms from cubic
to tetragonal lattice. Relaxors in ZF or at high temperature, typically have dif-
fuse scattering around Bragg peaks, which are attributed to presence of the
PNR aligned along easy axes. These peaks become sharply defined if a uniform
polarization state is produced. It was found that diffuse scattering intensity in
the tetragonal phase around the (003) Bragg peak was suppressed, consistent
with an increase in polarization. Remarkably, the diffuse scattering intensity
around the (300) Bragg peak was unaffected up to 10 kV/cm, indicating that
PNR were still present with polarizations perpendicular to the applied field.
These observations were explained using a “phase-shifted condensed soft
mode” model of the PNR introduced by Ref. [14]. This model decomposes the
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atomic shifts into two components. Because the PNRs are believed to origi-
nate from the transverse-optic (TO) mode condensation, at the phonon wave
vector q = 0 the atomic displacements should satisfy a center-of-mass condition∑
δ(κ)M(κ) = 0, whereM(κ) is the atomic mass and κ is the atomic species.[14]
The component δCM (κ) results from the atomic displacements satisfying this
condition. The other component δshift(κ), shifts all the atoms equally along
PNR polarization vector. This results in the PNR shifting relative to the host
lattice. The two components of the phase shift are comparable in magnitude,
approximately 1/10 the cubic lattice constant of 4.04 A˚. [14]
In this model, the PNR phase shift originates at high temperature, T  Tc.
When PMN is field cooled the host lattice undergoes a rhombohedral distortion
below Tc. The applied field would then remove δshift(κ)’s anti-parallel to the
field, since removing them preserves the lattice symmetry The PNR would then
merge with the host lattice. Those shifts in the other directions are unaffected
by the field, since the rotation required to remove them would cause a signifi-
cant lattice distortion. Given the large uniform phase shift and the size of the
PNR this rotation would require overcoming a large and energetically unfavor-
able energy barrier. This interpretation presumes that tensor strain interaction
among the PNR is greater than the vector (dipolar) interaction. We proceed to
test this by analyzing the effect of applied field oriented along different crystal
axes on the Vogel-Fulcher freezing temperature on PMN.
If the glassy freezing is driven by interactions between the rhombohedral
distortions, polarization along [100] would not affect it. We would keep all four
distinct rhombohedral distortions in equal amounts, just like the unpolarized
state. These interactions would be quadrupolar (and perhaps higher order)
strain interactions. We found that when the field was applied along the [111]
direction, the freezing temperature showed a significant reduction as the field
increased and it began to increase with increasing field. A field along the [100]
had a smaller reduction in freezing temperature and it began to increase with
increasing field. This can be explained through a combination of dipolar and
quadrupolar strain interactions among the PNR.
2.2.1 Experiments
Multifrequency measurements of the in-phase susceptibility ε′(T, f) were per-
formed on single-crystal PMN[111] from Simon Fraser University, PMN[100]
from the Institute of Physics at Rostov-on-Don State University (sample #1),
and PMN[100] from Ecole Centrale Paris (sample #2). The PMN[111] sample
was about 0.75 mm thick and had triangular faces with an areas approximately
14.3 mm2 and 7.23 mm2. The PMN[100] sample from Rostov-on-Don was about
0.82 mm thick with faces with an area of ≈ 2.86 mm2; and the PMN[100] sample
from Ecole Centrale Paris was about 0.41 mm thick with faces of area ≈ 7.43
mm2. The electrodes were made by sputtering a 100 nm Au layer onto a 10
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nm Cr underlayer on each side of the sample. Both samples had one side fully
covered while the other had a 1.91-mm-diameter circular electrode. Before each
temperature sweep, the sample was annealed at T =400 K for several hours to
erase the history of the polarization. The sample was cooled from T=400 K to
T=290 K at |dT/dt|=4 K/min, with the fast rate used to save time. From T =
290 K to a T = 245 K we used |dT/dt|=0.1 K/min upon cooling and warming
to ensure that an accurate measurement of the temperature was obtained at
each measurement frequency.
All the ac susceptibility measurements used an ac measuring field, signifi-
cantly smaller than the dc field applied during the measurements. The ac field
was 1.33 V/cm and 1.21 V/cm for PMN[111] and PMN[100] respectively. Dur-
ing the temperature scan measurements were made with a lock-in amplifier at
frequencies f = 5, 10, 50, 100, 500, 1 k, 5 k, 10 k, and 50 k Hz. The output
time constant was 10/f for low f , and the time spent at each f before switch-
ing to the next was 1 s + 100/f . ε′(T, f) was measured at several fixed fields
Edc between 0 and 3.98 kV/cm. The external field was applied at the onset of
cooling and remained on during heating. A data acquisition program written in
HP-VEETMwas used to automate and collect the data.
2.2.2 Results





















Figure 2.5: Plotted is the ZF susceptibility measured on two different PMN
crystals with faces oriented along [111](left) and [100](right) directions.
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In Fig. 2.5 we show the typical ε′(T, f) curves, taken at different f , measured
in ZF. The peak in ε′(T, f), was determined by fitting a third-order polynomial
in a temperature window of about 6 K around the peak. The width of the
window varied with frequency measured, as low frequencies have broader peaks
in ε′(T, f). The resulting fit was differentiated to find the maximum in ε′. The
Tp(f) were fit to the Vogel-Fulcher form yielding TV F . Both of the samples
measured had similar ZF susceptibility. PMN[100] had a greater nominal ε′
than PMN[111], but the differences in the peak magnitude of the estimated ε′
probably arose from the calibration of the electrode area. The measured Tp(f)s
on the PMN[111] sample was about 2 K higher than Tp(f)s on the PMN[100]
sample which could be expected due to sample variation. Though we would
expect that ε would be identical since PMN has a cubic lattice, these differences
did not affected the results.
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Figure 2.6: The log(f/1 Hz) vs T−1 is plotted for both [111] and [100] crystal
orientations. The Tp is measured from the susceptibility on cooling. Squares:
PMN[111] was fit with TV F = 220.94 ± 0.36 K. Circles: PMN[100] sample #1
was fit with TV F = 211.55 ± 0.32 K. Triangles: PMN[100] sample #2 was fit
with TV F = 218.84 ± 0.28 K
In Fig. 2.6 shows the VF fit at ZF to PMN[111] and PMN[100]. The freezing
temperatures are TV F = 220.94 ± 0.36 K for PMN[111]. The TV F ’s for the [100]
direction are 211.55 ± 0.32 K and 218.84 ± 0.28 K for sample #1 and sample #2,
respectively. The freezing temperature were fit holding the attempt frequency
fixed at f0 = 1013Hz. The attempt frequency should be on the order of phonon
frequencies which for PMN is of the order f0 = 1013Hz.[47]
Figure 2.7 illustrates the effect of polarization the magnitude of the peak
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Figure 2.7: The peak normalized ε′p versus polarization in PMN[111] and PMN
[100] at 100 Hz.
susceptibility, ε′p(Tp). Both PMN[100] sample #1 and sample #2 decrease in
the peak susceptibility with increasing Edc more quickly than PMN[111], ap-
proximately 1.4 times faster for sample #1 and 2 times faster for sample #2.
Similiar decrease in the ε′p has previously been reported by Ref. [48].
The Vogel-Fulcher temperatures are plotted as a function of the normalized
polarization in Fig. 2.8. The TV F ’s were fit to the Eq. 2.2, where a GT fit
will have p = 0.5 and C be of order unity. For PMN[111], the fit fixed p = 0.5,
Psat = 34 µC/cm2 and let C and Tf (0) vary. This resulted in C = 0.68 ± 0.01,
Tf (0) = 220.34 ± 0.26 K and a relatively good fit seen as the dashed curve Fig.
2.8. When all three parameters: p, TV F (0), and C are allowed to vary, we find
a reasonable fit (solid curve) to the data. This curve was fit with: p = 0.62 ±
0.06, Tf (0) = 220.98 ± 0.41 K, C = 0.47 ± 0.10. The increase in the TV F ’s
towards larger polarization is mostly likely due to the sample approaching the
FE phase boundary. These points were not included in the fit to Eq. 2.2.
We see a different behavior when we plot TV F vs. normalized polarization
for PMN[100]. As the polarization increased, we observe a decrease in the TV F ,
which begins to increase as the polarization is increased further. In sample #1
(triangles and diamonds in Fig. 2.7) we see a decrease in TV F as the polarization
is increased up to Edcε′/Psat. The data represented as circles in Fig. 2.7 was
taken after new electrodes were applied onto the sample. For unknown reasons,
this resulted in TV F decreasing by 6.5 K. Still, we find that both measurements
have a decrease in TV F up to Edcε′ZF /Psat = 0.14. The freezing temperature
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decreased by 1.4 K (diamonds) and 1.9 K (circles) while the [111] direction
decreased by 2.57 K.
Fitting Eq. 2.2 to this data with p and Psat 1 fixed as before produced a
very poor fit. The fit gave C ≈ 0 and Tf (0) = 218.54 ± 0.37 K and hence
a TV F independent of polarization. Unlike PMN[111], the upturn in TV F at
Edcε
′/Psat > 0.25 is not likely due to approaching the GL-FE phase boundary.
Our samples were only cooled to T = 245 K, far away from the phase boundary
found on single crystal [100] platelets at T ≈ 195 K for 4 kV/cm.[49]




















Figure 2.8: The TV F versus normalized polarization is plotted. TV F dips
down and then increases as the field was increased to 4 kV/cm in both sample
#1(circles, diamonds) and sample #2 (triangles) of PMN[100]. In contrast,
PMN[111] (squares) decreases quadratically; it is fit with eq. 2.2. The dashed
curve held p fixed while solid curve allowed all parameters to vary. The dotted
curves are to guide the eye.
2.2.3 Discussion
If the PNRs do not deviate from away from the [111] direction then the maxi-
mum amount of polarization gained from a field applied along the [100] should
differ from a field along the [111] direction by a factor of 1/
√
3 (i.e. the com-
ponent along the [100] direction). Therefore, we expect a decrease in ε′p for the
[100] direction to decay 3 times faster than the [111] direction since the leading
term in the Taylor expansion of susceptibility is proportional to the square of
the PNR polarization. We observed that normalized ε′p for [100] direction de-
1The Psat for PMN[100] should be 1/3 less but used the same Psat for comparison purposes.
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pendence on polarization decreased about 1.4 and 2 faster than [111] direction
(Fig. 2.7). A similar reduction in ε′p can be seen in Ref. [48]. Since the de-
crease in ε′p is not a factor of 3 suggest, we can either align some PNR along the
[100] direction, or distort PNR along the [100] and get a larger response than
anticipated.
Surprising is the GT-like line the TV F vs. Edc in PMN[111] follow since
the GT line applies to magnetic spinglass systems which lack random fields
due to time-reversal symmetry. For PMN an applied field along [111] giving a
GT-like dependence with a dimensionless coefficient of order unity strongly sug-
gests that, as in PMN-12%PT [50], the glassy freezing is driven by interactions
between the PNR.
A simplified view of understanding the freezing temperature reduction (whether
crossover or phase transition) of various spinglasses as they are polarized is to
view the glassy freezing arising from interactions between the spin degrees of
freedom which are free to fluctuate. As the spins align in the field, the local spin
variance is reduced, lessening the effective interaction strength and decreasing
the freezing temperature.
Given that the PNR are mostly constrained to point along axes of the [111]
type (confirmed by the more rapid saturation of ε for Edc along [100]), different
non-linear effects in Edc are possible for fields along different axes. This holds
true even though the linear ε′ is isotropic by symmetry. The different depen-
dences of TV F on fields along different axes provide good evidence for the nature
of the interactions driving the glassy freezing. A reduction in the effective in-
teraction strength partially applies for fields applied along [100], since we see a
reduction in TV F . However, this argument breaks down with a larger degree of
polarization. Consider the limiting case of fields large enough to align the PNR
to the maximum extent possible without rotating away from the easy [111]-
type axes. For a [111] field, the result is obviously complete alignment along
[111], with the accompanying global rhombohedral distortion, and no PNR ori-
entational degrees of freedom left to form a glass. Such a state is well-known,
although separated from the relaxor state by a first-order phase transition.[51]
For [100], the same limit produces equal populations of four orientations: [111],
[111¯], [11¯1], and [11¯1¯]. That collection of four orientations contains all four dis-
tinct rhombohedral distortions in equal amounts, just like the unpolarized state.
Therefore, if the glassy freezing is driven by interactions between the rhombohe-
dral distortions, polarization along [100] would not affect it. These interactions
would be quadrupolar (and perhaps higher order) strain interactions.
A non-monotonous dependence of TV F on degree of sample polarization
apparently indicates contribution of two or more competing terms. At low
polarization values, TV F behavior resembles the one observed when the field
was applied in [111] direction. This is an indication that the freezing is partly
due to dipolar interactions. However, the decrease in TV F is smaller when Edc
was applied along the [100] direction than when it was applied along the [111]
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direction. This shows that there a other interactions present among the PNR.
These interactions would be likely be quadrupolar strain interactions. Even
though these quadrupolar strain terms are likely present, they are important and
not been taken into account in the most serious current models of relaxors.[52]
Other models have brought attention to the connection between relaxors
and the martensites. These materials undergo a first-order solid-solid displacive
structural phase transition as the temperature is lowered. Prior to the phase
transition there is a precursor phase with a “tweed” pattern. This phase is
thought to come from the competition between the different lattice structures of
the high and low temperature phases. It can be viewed as spinglass phase amid
the high and low temperature phases.[53] It is known that the relaxors PMN-
35%PT, PZT-8% PT and PMN-35%PT doped with less than 5% La [19]also
display a tweed like pattern.[54] The tweed exists at lower concentrations of
PT, although to a much lesser degree. A model to explain the existence of the
tweed phase has been developed using a 2D square to rectangular transforma-
tion while also including static compositional disorder.[20, 21, 55] This model
was used to explain the transition from a high temperature austenite phase
(square) to the low temperature martensite (rectangle) with an intermediate
tweed phase. It captures the essential features of the tweed phase in 2D, but a
three dimensional version could differ significantly and perhaps exhibit a true
spinglass phase.[53] An extension of this model to three dimensions could be
useful to describe relaxor behavior. For the relaxors, we would view the tweed
as a competition between the rhombohedral symmetry of the PNR and square
symmetry of the starting lattice. Since the PNR have rhombohedral symmetry,
a potential simplified 3D model would include 1 cubic phase, and the 4 possible
variants of the shear along the cubic diagonals.
Another approach to understanding the glassy behavior utilized a four-state
vector Potts model with a random Potts field.[22] Each unit cell in the perovskite
lattice is represented by one dynamical variable, the spin. There are four Ising
spin states that have nearest neighbor ferromagnetic interactions with a random
field acting on each spin and the spins residing on a cubic lattice. The model does
produce a phase diagram with some of the characteristics of relaxors: paraelec-
tric, glassy and FE phases. However, the spin states chosen have the incorrect
symmetry. These states consist of pair of vectors that are 180◦ to each other:
{(1, 0), (−1, 0)} and {(0, 1), (0, 1)}. This produces a square symmetry for the
spin states. Yet, the PNRs in relaxors have a rhombohedral symmetry and have
a polarization that points along the [111] directions. Therefore, one should have
spin states with a tetrahedral symmetry if the strain interactions predominate.
Making these modifications to the above models might yield a more accurate
picture of the relevant mechanisms governing the freezing relaxors. For now
though, we have established that the onset of glassy freezing is due to a combi-
nation of dipolar and higher order quadrupolar strain interactions between the
PNR.
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In the following chapter we study the effect of sample polarization on the
low temperature spinglass-like aging in PMN-12%PT. It is known that a low
temperature spinglass-like order is present in PMN-8%PT when the sample is
highly polarized.[26] We investigate the effect of an increase in FE order through
an increase in PT doping to find if the spinglass-like aging remained with a
greater amount of sample polarization.
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3 Aging in PMN-12%PT
Aging occurs when disordered materials are quenched below the glass transition
temperature Tg, getting stuck in a non-equilibrium state. Large energy barriers
in the free energy landscape cause the system to be non-ergodic on an experi-
mental time scale, and the material approaches equilibrium slowly. If it is held
in fixed conditions it ages, i.e. relaxes towards its equilibrium state. This is
observed as changes in various susceptibilities, which typically decrease. The
aging can cause significant changes in the material properties, such as becoming
more brittle. A variety of material exhibit aging, including magnetic spinglasses
(SG) [56], orientational glasses [57], colloidal gels [58], charge density waves [59]
and relaxor ferroelectrics.[60] Aging is interesting since it involves coupling of
processes with different rates and can be a complicated function of the sample
history.[60] By aging the sample under different temperature and field histo-
ries, one can probe the type of order associated with aging observed process,
for instance domain growth, domain reconformation, etc.[56] This makes aging
experiments a valuable method in characterizing different disordered phases.
At low temperature the relaxors have spinglass aging characteristics. Figure
3.1 shows the typical aging of characteristics of PMN. During aging, suscepti-
bility decreases at the aging temperature TA, and then increases as it is further
cooled further. This increase in susceptibility is known as rejuvenation, which
may or may not return to a reference curve (Fig. 3.1). The reference curve
is obtained from simply cooling without aging. On heating, there is a dip in
the susceptibility at TA. This dip is a phenomena called “memory”, since the
material “remembers” the time spent aging at TA. Rejuvenation and memory
are features of spinglases aging[61], which strengthens the analogy between the
relaxors and spinglasses.
Previous aging measurements on the perovskite and uniaxial relaxors[25],
provided evidence of a low-T spinglass-like state in perovskite. This glass could
possibly come from unit-cell displacements that are smaller than a PNR, that
affect the PNR kinetics, as mentioned in Ch. 2. However, most of these exper-
iments were performed in zero field (ZF) or a small external field. We would
like to know the effect sample polarization on this low temperature. Aging
experiments on PMN-8%PT under FC and ZFC found that even when the po-
larization is near Psat, there is spinglass-like aging.[26] In a fully poled sample,
these macroscopic domains should be stable.[62] This suggests that the aging
must come from something other than interacting PNRs. If the PT content is
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Figure 3.1: A typical aging experiment shows the aging and rejuvenation of
PMN. Curve 1 is cooling from high temperature to TA. After aging there is
rejuvenation (curve 2) and memory (curve 3). Curve 4 was taken on cooling,
without aging as a reference.[60]
increased, which increases the FE order, would we still see spinglass-like aging?
In order to answer the question above, we investigate the effect of various
field and temperature histories on aging for the relaxor PMN-12%PT. We found
similar behaviors under field cooling and zero field cooling regimes. ε′ and ε′′
both aged under field cooling, with an external field sufficient to drive the sample
to the FE state with a polarization near Psat. Zero field cooling experiments
also continued to age up to polarizations near Psat.
3.1 Experimental Methods
Measurements of the in-phase dielectric permittivity ε′(T, f) and out-of-phase
ε′′(T, f) were performed on single crystal PMN-12%PT at 100 Hz with a small
AC field of Eac = 1.92 V/cm. The crystal used is described in Section 2.1.1.
The electrodes were made by sputtering a 100 nm Au layer onto a 10 nm Cr
under-layer on each side of the sample. One side was fully covered while the
other had a 1.91 mm diameter circular electrode. The standard lock-in amplifier
































Figure 3.2: ZF aging of ε′ and ε′′ vs. t for 10 hours at T = 160 K in ZF after
cooling.
3.2 Basic Aging Measurement
A typical aging experiment consists of cooling the sample down to an aging
temperature TA, and keeping it at this temperature for a time ta during which
the ε(T ) changes. The sample is then further cooled to an excursion temperature
TEX and then heated past TA without stopping.
PMN-12%PT was cooled in ZF to TA = 160 K, well into the glassy regime,
and aged for ta = 10 hours. Figure 3.2 shows the aging of ε′′ and ε′ in ZF at T =
160 K for ta = 10 hours. Both components age logarithmically with ε′ decreasing
by about 0.8% per decade while ε′′ decreases about 4% per decade. A quantity
that succinctly captures the effect of aging is the loss tangent tan(δ) = ε′′/ε′.
Tan(δ) makes the aging at TA more visible while not being not very temperature
dependent. Figure (3.3) shows the loss tangent for no aging (a), and for ta =
10 hours at TA = 160 K after cooling in ZF (b). The deviation from the cooling
curve is more clearly seen as the sample ages and tan(δ) decreases by about
7%. The rejuvenation is visible as T is lowered to TEX = 130 K (dark blue
curve). Just as in spinglasses, we see a memory effect upon reheating past TA
(red curve). The memory is lost once the temperature is about 17 K greater
than TA; the heating curve returns to the reference heating curve.
We will use this measurement technique to analyze the effect on the dynamics
at low-T of PMN-12%PT under field cooling and zero field cooling regimes.
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Figure 3.3: The typical behavior of the loss tangent tan(δ) (ε′′/ε′ ) on heating
and cooling with no aging and (b) is aged at 160 K. The aging at TA results in
a dip in tan(δ) on warming in ZF. The arrows represent the direction in which
tan(δ) changes.
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3.3 Field Cooled and Zero Field Cooled
PMN-12%PT
Earlier, we identified two types of glass: a PNR glass and a possible unit-cell
glass. In Ch. 2, we showed that the PNR glass is formed by interactions among
PNRs. We found that unit-cell glass could come from unit-cell displacements of
Pb atoms, or something smaller than a PNR, while contributing little to ε.[26]
NMR has shown that under field cooling about 50% of the Pb nuculei are in an
isotropic glass, and appears to be insensitive to an applied field.[63, 64] This glass
could reside entirely outside the ferroelectric domains or coexist locally inside it.
Field cooled aging experiments on PMN-8%PT showed it still retained spinglass-
like aging. In the experiments presented here, we increased the FE order through
an increase in PT doping to find if the spinglass-like aging remained with a
greater amount of polarization.
First, we measured PMN-12%PT with no aging to serve as a reference, and
to verify that the FE state was created. The sample was cooled at a rate of
|dT/dt| = 4 K/min with an applied DC electric field, with magnitude Edc =
0.48 kV/cm along the [111] direction. The temperature was reduced in order to
cross the phase boundary,1 between the glass-like phase to the FE phase (Fig.
2.3). Until the ferroelectric transition is reached dielectric permittivity behaves
similarly to zero field cooling, with peaks appearing at about the same T (Fig.
3.4 (a-c)). In Fig. 3.4 (b-d), peaks in ε′ and ε′′ are seen at the transition to the
FE state, where macroscopic ferroelectric domains appear. Upon heating, a field
heating depolarization peak occurs at T = 303.2 K: a result of the melting of
the ferroelectric domains. The hysteresis is evidenced by a melting temperature
that is greater than the FE freezing temperature, and is indicative of a first order
phase transition. Next, we field cooled the sample to create a state that has a
polarization near Psat. This allowed us to study the effect of large polarization
on the low temperature aging.
The aging experiment performed was to field cool the sample to TA = 160
K, and age in ZF for ta = 10 hours. Figure (3.5) illustrates the aging of the
complex dielectric constant. We found that ε′ decreased approximately 1.0%
from 100s to 1000 s. After the initial 1000 s, the aging slows down considerably
to approximately 0.3 % per decade. This is smaller than zero field where ε′ aged
about 0.8 % per decade. However, this was much smaller than the aging that
occurs in ε′′. Both the zero field and field cooling aged about 3% per decade.
Zero field aging measurements of ε′ and ε′′ after field cooling behave similarly
to zero field aging when there was no field applied. To see if varied degrees of
sample polarization has an effect on zero field aging, we used the following
experimental procedure: The sample was cooled in zero field into the glassy
phase, to a temperature of TEDC = 230 K. At this temperature, an external










































Figure 3.4: The ZF in-phase and out-of-phase of the dielectric constant of PMN-
12%PT for panels (a) and (c) respectively. Panels (b) and (d) show FC with





















Figure 3.5: (Top) The smoothed in-phase susceptibility during aging at 160K for
5 hours is shown, as well as the out-of-phase susceptibility (bottom) measured
at 100 Hz. The red line is a linear fit.
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field was applied for a limited time to create a partially polarized state. The
field was then removed, and T was lowered to TA =160 K where the sample
aged for a time ta. On cooling and warming ε′, ε′′ and Ip were monitored. The
polarization was determined by integrating depolarization current on heating.
3.3.1 Results PMN-12%PT
Figure 3.6 shows tan(δ) for a partially polarized state with a polarization of 18.9
µC/cm2. This corresponds to about 41 % of Psat and indicates that with a sub-
stantial amount of polarization the sample ages. It also exhibits the spinglass-
like effects of rejuvenation and memory. The amount of aging was determined
by calculating the change in tan(δ) from the start to the end of aging, based on
a exponential fit to tan(δ). The aging results of partially polarizing the sample
various degrees are shown in Fig. 3.7. The large error bars come from ε′′ being
noisy. Since ε′ is much larger than ε′′, the signal to noise ratio is smaller for ε′′.
We see that as the polarization is increased the aging in tan(δ) remains.










Figure 3.6: The tan(δ) vs. T (K) is plotted for a partially polarized state. A
ninth order polynomial curve (bright green) is fit to the dip in the heating curve
(red) around TA =160 K. The dashed line is tangent to the heating curve above
TA. The dip size is calculated with respect to the dashed line at TA.
3.3.2 Discussion
Aging experiments on PMN-12%PT under field cooling and zero field cooling
behave similarly to PMN-8%PT. In PMN-8%PT, it was found that aging in
tan(δ) was independent of polarization up to Psat. We find that tan(δ) has
little dependence on polarization even up to a large degree of polarization. These
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Figure 3.7: ∆tan(δ) vs. sample polarization is plotted during the aging at T
= 160 K.
results provide further evidence that the spinglass-like aging behavior at low-T
comes entities other than the PNRs interactions. As previously suggested, the
glass is likely the unit-cell dipole moments in the [100] directions.[18, 25] In the
next chapter, we look at the two-step transition into the ferroelectric state and
try to understand the mechanisms responsible for the transition.
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4 Effect of Field Heating on
PMN Depolarization
Recently, measurements on PMN [111], PMN-12%PT [111], and PMN-6%PT
[100] have shown a two-step transition into the FE state and on zero field
heating.[27, 28] These two steps are visible as two well-defined peaks in the
pyroelectric current Ip. They are seen prominently on zero field heating, and in
most cases on field cooling. Recent optical experiments suggest that two-steps
occur in the same region of the crystal. This suggests a connection between
them.[65] In this chapter, we would like to make a connection between the
two-steps that take place on field cooling with those that occur during depolar-
ization. Though both Ip peaks are observed on cooling and heating, the origin
and the correspondence between the heating and cooling peaks is still unknown.
Although there could be others scenarios, we present two possibilities for
the origin of the double peaks on field cooling. The first possibility is that the
transition on field cooling involves two stages of symmetry breaking: one at a
high-T peak and the other at the low-T peak. The high-T peak is the first
symmetry breaking, while low-T peak comes from an intrinsic second symmetry
breaking. When the sample depolarizes on zero field heating (ZFH), the low-T
peak would correspond to the second stage melting, and the high-T peak to the
first stage melting. In this scenario, the high-T Ip peaks on cooling and heating
are correlated.
Another possibility is a very slowly forming type of FE order that exist in
parallel with another FE order. The ferroelectric order would begin to form
in the high-T peak and completes the transition at the low-T peak. Here, the
first stage on cooling melts first, followed by the sluggish kinetics of the second
stage. In this picture, the high-T Ip peak on cooling is correlated to the low-T
Ip on heating.
By preventing the sample from transitioning through both steps in Ip on field
cooling, we are able to distinguish between these two possibilities. After a single
step transition, we identify which one of the two depolarization peaks remains.
We found that the state that forms in the high-T peak on cooling, also melts
in the high-T peak on heating. In addition, to identifying the correspondence
between the cooling and heating Ip peaks, we analyzed the effect of field heating
on the Ip melting peaks after FE phase. This gave insight to the effect of an
external field on the states that melt in the two steps.
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4.1 Experimental Methods
There were two types of experiments performed. They were conducted on single
crystal PMN sample oriented along the [111] direction. The crystal used was
previously discussed in Ch. 2 and Ch.5. The first experiment conducted was to
understand the evolution of the double peaks on field heating. We performed a
series of FC-FH runs. The procedure of the experiment was as follows:
1. The sample was field cooled with Edc = 2.12kV/cm to T = 150 K at a
rate of |dT/dt| = 4 K/min. This field is large enough to induce the FE
phase transition.
2. The sample was field heated at a rate of |dT/dt| = 4 K/min. The field
was increased on heating after each field cooling temperature sweep. The
largest external field applied on heating was Edc = 2.12kV/cm.
3. The sample was annealed in zero field for several hours at T = 400 K.
The second experiment was performed in order to identify the correspon-
dence between the FC peaks and ZFH. This was done by allowing only a
one peak transition on cooling and subsequent FH. A constant field of Edc
= 2.12kV/cm was used during the experiment.
We should note that the two-step transition on field cooling was not as
reproducible as the two-step depolarization. The FC peaks sharpness and sep-
aration varied depending on sample preparation. When new electrodes were
redeposited, the two-steps were lost and a sharp single peak with a broader
asymmetric base in Ip was observed (see Section 5.2). In some measurements, a
cooling two-step transition was not observed,[27] in others it was only observed
on ZFC and not on FC.[27]
4.2 Results and Discussion
We begin by looking at a typical double peak transition on FC-ZFH (Fig. 4.1).
On field cooling, we see a two-step transition into the FE state. There are two
peaks located at 210 K and 206 K. When the sample is zero field heated, we
see a two-step depolarization transition with peaks at 205 K and 211 K. Using
the FC-ZFH result as a reference, we can look at the effect of increasing the
external field on the two-step depolarization transition.
The evolution of the two-step melting was followed by first field cooling down
to T = 150 K with Edc = 2.12kV/cm. The effect of field heating on Ip with
different magnitudes of Edc is demonstrated in Figure 4.2. As the strength of
the external field Edc increased, both peaks moved to higher temperatures and
closer together. At the largest field applied Edc = 2.12 kV/cm, the peaks were
separated by 0.8 K. This same field resulted in the depolarization peaks being
shifted roughly 13 K warmer than on ZFH. The shift results from the DC bias
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Figure 4.1: Pyroelectric current shows a double peak structure on both field
cooling and zero field heating. The sample was field cooled using Edc =
2.12kV/cm. The temperature sweep rate of |dT/dt| = 4 K/min was used on
both cooling and heating
helping to maintain FE correlations along the [111] direction, which require a
greater thermal energy to melt. These observations suggests the melting process
responsible for the two peaks are not independent; the low-T melting peak must
precede the melting of high-T peak. In addition, the magnitudes of the peaks
decrease. This results from the DC field maintaining some polarization past the
high-T .
Furthermore, as Fig. 4.3 shows, we can still view the broad peak as a
summation of two separate peaks. The decomposition of the peak was performed
by fitting each peak with Pseudo-Voight function. This function is a linear
combination of a Lorentzian and Gaussian. The decomposition shows that the
peaks are moving up together. At the largest field applied, the heating peak is
a broaden peak around 224 K with a “shoulder” around 218 K.
These observations led to the possibility for identifying a correlation be-
tween the FC two-step transition with the depolarization two-step. That is to
say, does the state created at the high temperature peak in Ip on cooling cor-
respond directly to one of the Ip melting peaks? This question was answered
by performing stopping in between the cooling Ip peaks and then proceeding to
field heat.(Section 4.1 second experiment)
Figure 4.4 shows the Ip vs T on FC-FH with Edc = 2.12 kV/cm, when PMN
transition through both peaks. Here, we see that the high-T peak on cooling is a
210 K. On field heating, the depolarization peaks are around 223 K. Therefore,
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Figure 4.2: Field heating measurements show a two step melting process at
various field strengths. The Ip peaks of PMN[111] shift to higher temperatures
and come closer together as the applied field is increased.
Figure 4.3: The solid black line shows the heating peak after field cooling
through the FE transition. The blue (dashed) line is peak fit to the shoul-
der observed at T = 218 K and the purple (dot-dash) line is a fit to the peak
at T = 223.5. The red line is the sum of blue and purple peaks.
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Figure 4.4: Ip during FC-FH at EDC = 2.12 kV/cm.
if we cool to a temperature in between the Ip peaks, (i.e. single transition)
and then field heat, we can make a correspondence between the peaks. We
cooled to T = 208 K so that we went completely through the first peak without
transitioning through into second peak. After the transition we proceeded to
field heat. We use an applied field of 2.12kV/cm throughout the experiment.
We found that if PMN only goes through the first peak during FC then the
“shoulder” disappears. If, however PMN is field cooled to T = 208 K and allow
to sit in field, it will undergo the second transition. When this happens, the
shoulder at T = 218 K returns as shown in Fig. 4.5.
These observations imply that the state created in the high-T cooling peak
is correlated with the state that melts in the high-T Ip peak. It also rules out
the possibility of some second type of slowly forming FE order since then the
high-T cooling peak correspond to the low-T heating peak.
Because Ip cannot probe the local order, the exact mechanisms responsible
for the change in behavior cannot be said exactly. Nevertheless, we can speculate
on the origins of the peaks given what we do know about PMN.
It is known that PNR and glassy regions coexist in relaxors. Because PNR
are responsible for most of the polarization and susceptibility, they would be the
first to align with the field. This alignment would be associated with the first
stage sample polarization, and the creation of some intermediate FE state. The
second stage would then be associated with some second symmetry breaking.
The source of this second peak could be a collective reorientation of the glassy
regions after the macroscopic ferroelectric domain are created, or the growth of
FE domains into glassy regions. Neither of these possibilities can be ruled out.
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Figure 4.5: The field heating Ip vs. T after the PMN was FC to 150 K (black).
A two-step FE transition in Ip by sitting at 208 K in field(dashed green). A
single peak transition Ip (red). PMN[111] shows a “shoulder” in Ip at 218K
after allowing two-step transition at 208 K or FC.
However, these experiments show that the high-T peak (T = 211 K) on heating
corresponds to the first stage of polarization during field cooling. That is to
say, if PMN transitions through only one peak on field cooling then there is an
intermediate FE state created which melts in the high-T depolarization peak.
In the next chapter we investigate the global free energy minimum of the low
temperature FE state and the intermediate FE state. We wish to find whether
PMN prefers a glassy or ferroelectric low temperature state.
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5 Stability of low temperature
glass phase in PMN
In this chapter, we attempt to identify the low temperature global free energy
minimum of PMN. There are three possibilities for the ground state. The first
possibility is a global spinglass-like state (GL). The second possibility is that the
material becomes globally ferroelectric. This would be the ground state after
the two-step FE phase transition and the growth of FE order. We will refer
to the state after the two-step transition as FEL. The third possibility for a
ground state is an intermediate ferroelectric state, a mixture of glassy and FE
order. The state that occurs after a single step in the FE transition. We will
refer to this state as FEU .
In earlier attempts to find the global free energy minimum of PMN, it was
suggested that the ground state was glassy.[62] However, the measured sample
did not have a first order field induced ferroelectric transition; a sign of the
creation of macroscopic ferroelectric domains and the associated rhombohedral
lattice distortion. If the sample did have an abrupt transition then the domains
might be thermodynamically stable at Edc = 0. Therefore, resulting in a FE
state ground state. The previous results could mean that PMN was only in a
local free energy minimum.
In comparison, we had high quality sample to determine the global free en-
ergy minimum. It showed a clear transition into the FE state, and its geometry
lent itself to understanding the phase stability. The triangular faces of unequal
areas allowed us to create adjacent regions of FE and GL order. This was done
by covering one face completely with an electrode, and only partially covering
the other face an with electrode. This permitted us to study the growth of
either the FE or GL order without requiring internal nucleation points. We use
aging techniques to find the global free energy minimum.
The linear susceptibility can have similar aging behaviors even under differ-
ent E-T histories, which makes it unsuitable for detecting the phase stability.
On the other hand nonlinear susceptibility, specifically the second order suscep-
tibility ε2, is highly sensitive to the sample’s phase. This makes it is a useful tool
for detecting the whether FEL, FEU , or GL phase is more stable. In addition,
the creep of ε2 can be monitored in real-time, tracking the change in sample






where P is the polarization and E is the electric field. ε2 is found through the
power series expansion of the polarization. We can write the expansion as
P = ε0(ε1E + ε2E2 − ε3E3 + ε4E4 ± . . .), (5.2)
where εn;n = 2, 3, 4, . . . are the nonlinear components of the susceptibility and
ε0 and ε1 are the permittivity of free space and linear susceptibility, respec-
tively. Since P has inversion symmetry with respect to the sign of E, the even
components of the susceptibility will be zero as long as this symmetry is pre-
served. When Edc 6= 0 the sample’s crystal inversion symmetry is broken, this
results in a non-zero second order susceptibility. The magnitude and sign of ε2
will depend on the type of phase created. In these experiments conducted in
this chapter, we created a FE phase which results in a large nonlinear suscep-
tibility component. Thus, by observing the ZF aging behavior of the second
order susceptibility under various E-T histories, we can identify the probable
true equilibrium state in the relaxor regime.
In this study we measured stability at Edc = 0 of the low temperature FE
state (FEL)(T < 205 K) and the intermediate temperature FE (FEU ) state
(205 K < T < 210 K). We found that when T < 205 K, the FEL state tended
towards a glassy or less polar state FEU , implying that the ferroelectric state
created is unstable. However, we did not find that the FEU state was unstable
below 205 K. In addition, we found that the FEU state depolarized very rapidly
when aged near 209 K. This suggested the possibility for an equilibrium phase
transition.
5.1 Experimental Methods
The second order susceptibility measurements were performed on single crystal
PMN with faces perpendicular to the [111] direction. The second order sus-
ceptibility was measured via the second harmonic. When an oscillating field is
applied to the sample, we can detect higher order harmonics generated in the
polarization. If we apply a small oscillating field of the form E = E0sin(ωt)
into 5.2 we get















3− 4cos(2ωt) + cos(4ωt)
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]
± . . .),(5.3)
which includes the harmonic terms. Grouping the terms that oscillate at the
same frequency together, we arrive at
P = ε0(β1sin(ωt) + β2cos(2ωt)− β3sin(3ωt)± . . .). (5.4)
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The first, second, and third harmonic coefficients are β1, β2, β3, respectively.
The coefficient β2 is proportional to second order susceptibility as well as the
higher even order terms. We assume the main contribution to β2 is from the
second order susceptibility ε2. The second harmonic coefficient β2 was measured
by adjusting the lock-in amplifier to measure the 2ω signal from the sample.
Since the fundamental harmonic is approximately 104 times larger at the cho-
sen Eac, it would mask any 2ω signal. Therefore, the fundamental harmonic was
eliminated when measuring the second harmonic. The fundamental harmonic
was removed by adding a 180◦ out-of-phase current to the current coming from
the sample. Because the signal changes with temperature, the 180◦ out-of-phase
signal amplitude was monitored and adjusted by hand to compensate for the
changing signal. The second harmonic was measured using lock-in amplifier.
The crystal used in this set of experiments was described earlier in Ch.
2 (see Section 2.2.1). The electrodes were made by sputtering a 100 nm Au
layer onto a 10 nm Cr under-layer on each side of the sample. One side was
fully covered while the other had a 2 mm diameter circular electrode. An ac
electrical excitation field of 6.66 V/cm was used, which was much smaller than
the DC field applied. Prior to each temperature sweep, the sample was annealed
at T =400 K for several hours to erase the history of the polarization.
5.2 Results
The transition to the FE state is visible as a sharp peak in the pyroelectric
current (Fig. 5.1(top)). The Ip peak coincides with the large decrease in the
normalized second order susceptibility A(Edc, T ) defined by




where ε′1(ZF ) is the fundamental susceptibility measured in ZF, ε
′
2(FC) and
ε′2(ZF ) are the second order susceptibility measured in FC and ZF respectively.
We subtracted off ε′2(ZF ) to remove any background signal which could come
from the sample contacts. Therefore, we can be sure that the large decrease in
A(Edc, T ) in Fig. 5.1(bottom) is correctly attributed to the onset of a macro-
scopic polarization in PMN.
In the temperature range of 250< T < 270, ε′2 changes rapidly and A(Edc, T )
increases. We also see that near the annealing temperature A(Edc, T ) is rela-
tively constant and near zero, indicating that symmetry is preserved. On heat-
ing, we see a step in A(Edc, T ) as the ZF line melting line is crossed. This is
the melting of the FE order and a return to the average cubic lattice. Ip has
two depolarization peaks in Fig. 5.2(top) during depolarization. These peaks
occur at T = 205 K and T = 210 K, which coincides with the increase in ε′2
(Fig. 5.2(bottom)). The comparable size of the polarization and depolarization































Figure 5.1: (Top) Ip vs T during FC. (Bottom) Normalized ε′2(T, f) during FC
of PMN. Normalized ε′2(T, f) shows an abrupt decrease in as PMN enters the
FE state at T = 209 K.
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polarization it gained on cooling. We begin looking at the stability of PMN in

































Figure 5.2: (Top) Ip vs T during ZFH after FC. (Bottom) Normalized ε′2(T, f)
during ZFH after FC. Normalized ε′2(T, f) shows an abrupt increase in as PMN
depolarizes at T = 210 K.
5.2.1 FEL Phase Stability
In this section we analyze the stability of the FEL state after field cooling.
Since relaxors are non-ergodic, the ZFC state and FC state could have different
stabilities at Edc = 0. We begin by analyzing the stability of the FC state
followed by the ZFC state deep into the relaxor regime.
In FC experiments, we measured the nonlinear susceptibility and the pyro-
electric current. As in the preceding chapter, the FE state was induced by field
cooling the sample. In this experiment, a field of Edc = 2.12 kV/cm was applied
from T = 400 K to T = 180 K, at which point the field was switched off. The
sample was then aged for a time ta in ZF and subsequently zero field heated.
The two aging experiments were performed with ta = 4 and 24 hours. Between
the two experiments, the sample was annealed at T = 450 K for several hours.
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Stability of FEL field cooled state
Figure 5.3(a) shows the aging behavior of the smoothed unnormalized second
harmonic at TA = 180 K for ta = 4 and 24 hours 1 We found that ε′2 logarith-
mically increases, though the extent this increase would continue is unknown.
The second harmonic changes by about 3% per decade. ε′2 creeps opposite to
the change seen when PMN enters the FE state. The jump at the end of aging
the 24 hours could be caused by a spike in voltage from some external source,
though the exact cause is unknown. The change in ε′2 is about 5% of the change
seen in ε′2 when it goes through the FE transition. When TA = 190 K was
increased, ε′2 continues to drift upwards, changing about 6% per decade (Fig.
5.5(a)). The upward trends towards zero in ε′2 imply that FE order is not in-
creasing. This means that PMN is either headed for a disordered state (GL) or
tending to the intermediate FE state, FEU .
We also measured the pyroelectric current during this time, since the integral
of the Ip over time is proportional to P . In Fig. 5.4 we plot Ip vs. T for ta
= 0, 4, 24 hours after ZF aging at 180 K. The low temperature peaks around
205 K are broader than the high-T peaks at 210 K. In order to calculate the
polarization loss the background current was subtracted and the depolarization
current integrated over time. The calculated polarization is sensitive to the
different levels of background subtraction and there is about 10% error in P .
We chose the background such that the high temperature part of Ip (400 K)
equals zero. Integrating the depolarization current results in same polarization
loss within measurement error, P24hrs = 20.4 µC/cm2 and P4hrs = 20.3 µC/cm2.
The aging at 190 K did not produce a noticeable change in polarization loss on
heating either. This shows that the changes in ε′2 are at the boundary of what
can be detected as a real change in Ip at 180 K and 190 K.
We found interesting behavior in Ip when TA was increased to 203 K. After
30 minutes, we found a dramatic reduction of the low-T peak (Fig. 5.5(b)).
More interesting though is that the polarization lost in the high-T peak was
nearly the same as 1 hour of aging at 190 K and no aging. Thus, we see that
the intermediate FE state exhibits a great deal of stability with the respect to
aging below T < 203 K.
Stability of FEL zero field cooled state
In these experiments, look at the stability of the zero field cooled state below
T < 205 K. The sample was cooled to TA = 200 K, where an external field of
Edc = 2.12 kV/cm was applied for 1 hour and then turned off. One hour was
sufficient to drive the sample into the FEL state. The sample was aged for ta
= 1 and 96 hours2 with annealing at T = 400 K in between experiments for
1The sign of the unnormalized second harmonic depends on the applied field polarity. This
experiment the ε′2(T, f) was negative.
2The intended aging time was 24 hours and it was a happy accident that the sample aged
for 4 days.
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   4 hrs ZF aging at 180 K



















(b) Zero field aging of ε′2(T, f) after FC at TA = 190 K and ta = 1 hr.
Figure 5.3: ε′2(T, f) vs. T is plotted.
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 4 hours aging at T = 180 K






Figure 5.4: Ip vs. T on ZF heating after aging at T = 180K.
several hours. Figure 5.6 shows the decay of the unnormalized second harmonic
vs. t at TA = 200 K. It decays towards a less polarized state. The solid line is






Both ta = 1 and 96 hours were fit with γ = 0.05047. During the 96 hours of
aging there was a upward jump in ε′2 around 14 hours into aging. The cause of
these abrupt change is most likely due to electronics and not a sudden increase of
polarization. Partial depolarization during aging is consistent with a reduction
in polarization during ZFH. The depolarizing during aging reduces the amount
polarization loss on melting during ZFC. The ZFC state also tended towards a
more disordered or FEU state. The pyroelectric current measured after aging is
consistent with this observation.
Figure 5.7 shows the current measured on ZFH after ZFC. The low temper-
ature peak position shifts to higher temperatures the longer the sample ages,
while the higher temperature peak position shift is significantly smaller. The
low-T peak shifts 1.5 K between no aging and after 96 hours of aging. This is
about 4 times greater than the shift seen at the high-T peak. Moreover, the
low-T peak is reduced in magnitude the longer with increased aging time, con-
sistent with a polarization decrease. This measurement once again shows that
the high-T peak is remarkably stable with respect to location and size when
TA < 205 K. The polarization loss that occurs in the high-T peak is indepen-













(a) Zero field aging of ε′2(T, f) after FC at TA = 190 K and ta = 1 hr.
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(b) Ip vs. T on ZF heating after no aging and aging at TA = 190 K and 203
K
Figure 5.5: ε′2(T, f) is plotted during aging and Ip on heating.
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Figure 5.6: Aging at 200 K of ε′2 vs. t for t = 1 hr (purple line) fitted with
a power law (γ = 0.0505 ± 0.0012, ε′20 = -3.16 ± 1.04 (C/N)) and t = 96 hr
(green line) fitted with a power law (γ = 0.0505, ε′20 = -2.48 ± 0.07 (C/N)).
summarized in Table 5.1.
ta Low-T (µC/cm2), (Tp(K)) High-T (µC/cm2), (Tp(K))
No aging 13.79 ± 1.37 (205.1) 14.32 ± 1.43 (211.7)
1 hour 10.71 ± 1.07 (205.7) 14.67 ± 1.46 (211.9)
96 hours 7.36 ± 0.74 (206.5) 13.66 ± 1.36 (212.1)
Table 5.1: Magnitude of high and low-T depolarization peaks on ZFH and peak
location after aging at 200 K
Since aging below T < 205 seems to only affect the low-T Ip peak, a natural
follow-up experiments was to increase the aging temperature and determine the
stability of the intermediate FE state.
5.2.2 FEU State Stability
The stability of the FEU state was tested by ZF aging the sample at a temper-
ature between the two current peaks. After the FE was created by ZFC, PMN
was slowly heated in ZF to 208K and aged for ta = 0, 1, 24 hours. In Fig. 5.8
we plot ε′2 vs t. We found that the FEU state depolarizes at T = 208 K.
The depolarization is also evident in the pyroelectric current during ZFH.
Figure 5.9 illustrates the aging effect on Ip during ZFH. We found that the
longer the sample ages, results in smaller polarization found on heating. This
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Figure 5.7: Ip vs. T after aging for ta = 0, 1 , 96 hours at T=200K.
change is most noticeable between ta = 0 hr and ta=24 hr of aging. Table
5.2 illustrates the polarization decrease with increased aging time. This result
ta High-T (µC/cm2) Tp(K)
No aging 9.05 ± 0.91 211.4
1 hour 7.61 ± 0.76 211.6
24 hours 5.45 ± 0.56 211.9
Table 5.2: Magnitude of high-T depolarization peak on ZFH and peak location
after aging at 208 K.
indicates that the FEU state is unstable after partial depolarization.
This result led us to investigate rate at which the high-T loses polarization
as TA is increased between the Ip peaks. After inducing the FE state by field
cooling to 180 K, the sample was heated past the low-T peak at T = 205 K and
aged at an intermediate TA. Each of these aging experiments were performed
by heating to an annealing temperature of 400 K for several hours and then
repeating the experiment at subsequently higher TA. Figure 5.10 plots Ip vs. T
on heating after 4 hours aging at temperatures above the depolarization peak at
205 K. The depolarization peak location after aging does not appear to depend
on the aging temperature. More importantly, we see a gradual reduction in this
peak as TA increases. At TA = 209.2 K, the peak is drastically reduced but at
TA = 208.8 K we still have a sharp depolarization peak. Thus, there is small
window of aging temperatures which cause a large loss of polarization during
aging. The rapid loss of polarization is more easily visualized by looking at the
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 1 hour ZF aging at T = 208K







Figure 5.8: Aging at 208 K of ε′2 vs. t for t = 1 hr (green) t = 24 hr (orange).























 1 hour aging at T=208K
 24 hour aging at T=208K
Figure 5.9: Ip vs. T after aging at T = 208K. The current decreases in magni-
tude and the peak shifts to higher temperatures with increased ta.
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Figure 5.10: Ip vs. T after aging 4 hrs at multiple TA.
ratio of polarization after aging, to polarization without aging. (Fig. 5.11 )
The polarization is fit to a power law with a critical temperature Tc with the
following form
Paging/Pnoaging = A|T − Tc|p (5.7)
where p is the “critical” exponent and A is a constant.
The fit is good when the p and Tc were allow to vary. The exponent was p =
0.217 ± 0.008 and Tc = 209.18 ± 0.003. When Tc was fixed at 209.2 K, a good
fit was obtained with p = 0.220 ± 0.113. This has the resemblance of a phase
transition with a diverging Paging/Pnoaging at 209.2 K. Since PMN appears to
be headed towards a less polar state, this could be indicative of an equilibrium
phase transition. It could be evidence of some critical scaling of the free energy
barrier heights.[66] As the aging temperature is increased, the domain barrier
heights decreases as some power of the domain size. At Tc, these barriers vanish
and the system enters into a glassy state.
5.3 Discussion of PMN stability
We have presented ε′2 and Ip data through several measurements on PMN sub-
jected to various temperature and field histories. This has been done in an
effort to understand the stability of the FE states created and their connection
with the overall global free energy minimum. The states prepared had adjacent
regions of FE and GL order that allowed us to follow the growth of either the
FE or GL order. Figure 5.12 shows a diagram summarizing the stability of the
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Figure 5.11: P(aging)/P(No aging) vs. TA. The solid (red) curve is fit with p
= 0.217 ± 0.008 and Tc is = 209.2 K. The dashed (blue) is fit with p = 0.220
± 0.113 and Tc = 209.18.
low temperature and intermediate FE states.
In region I, we found that the FEL state was unstable, heading for a disor-
dered or less polar FE state. Evidence for this came in the change in ε′2 in the
direction consistent with a depolarization of PMN. The FEU state was much
more robust to the aging time and temperature. There was little effect on the
high-T Ip peak even after the peak at T = 205 K was significantly reduced. This
implies there are two FE states governed by different order parameters which
co-exist in parallel. These observations give further evidence for the need for
two order parameters to describe the relaxor phase. In region II, the FEU state
is unstable. In this region, the FEU state is particularly sensitive to the aging
temperature as it approaches 211 K. The sharp decrease in polarization might
be represent an equilibrium phase transition.
Given this information we will speculate the possible nature of the states
that are responsible for the behavior in region I. As discussed in Ch. 4, the
nature of the states involved in the two-step transition cannot be intrinsically
determined through these experiments.
Since we have a FE transition, we expect long-range FE order and the ac-
companying rhombohedral lattice distortion. Given the low TA, macroscopic
domains would not have enough energy to reorient and remain stable. This
state would be associated with the order parameter that melts in the high-T
peak.
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Ip Peak
Figure 5.12: A diagram showing the stability of the two state low temperature
FE states. The vertical bars represent the location on the Ip peaks on ZFH
without aging.
A low-T state with slow depolarization at a low TA, evidenced by small
changes in ε′2, hints to an increased glassiness in the sample. Though, FE
domains could serve as nucleation points for further growth of a FE state, we
observe instead a tendency for PMN to depolarize. This is indicative that the
global free energy minimum is toward a more disordered state (i.e. GL or FEU ).
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6 Conclusion
This thesis focused on the freezing mechanisms giving rise to the glassy state
observed in PMN and PMN-12%PT and the thermodynamic stability of the low
temperature FE states. In PMN and PMN-12%PT, we found a decreased freez-
ing temperature as polarization increased. This implied that the mechanisms
responsible for the onset of glassy freezing come from inter-PNR interactions.
These interactions were found to be a combination of dipolar and quadrupolar
strain interactions. The freezing may fit a picture of tweed domains, like the
precursor transition seen in martensites. TEM observations on PMN-PT have
shown a tweed pattern with large PT content.[19] In martensites, the tweed
pattern is believe to originate from competition between the different lattice
structures of the high and low temperature phases. The tweed could be gen-
erated in a 2D model of a square to rectangular transition with static compo-
sitional disorder.[20, 21] It was also shown that this model could be mapped
onto a 2D spinglass with random fields.[53] Given the spinglass-like nature of
relaxors and the presence a tweed pattern, the extension of the tweed model to
three dimensions could be useful in describing relaxor behavior. In relaxors, we
would view the tweed as a competition between the rhombohedral symmetry of
the PNR, and square symmetry of the lattice. A potential simplified 3D model
would include 1 cubic form, and the 4 possible variants of the shears along the
cube diagonal. If the dipolar interactions are included then all eight [111]-type
states would be kept.
However at low-T , the relaxor enters into a new glassy regime, one with
kinetics possibly dominated by a glass at the unit-cell level. Experiments on
PMN-12 % PT, found that spinglass-like aging remains, even up to a polariza-
tion near Psat where most of the PNR are aligned. These aging experiments
show similar behavior to previous observations on PMN-8%PT.[26] Our results
support the claim that a low temperature spinglass exist at the unit-cell level.
As suggested earlier, these entities could be [100]-type dipole moments that
couple to the larger scale polarization.[29, 18]
In PMN, we found that the two-step phase transitions into the FE state
and on heating were connected. By conducting field cooling and field heating
experiments, we observed that state created in the first step of the FE phase
transition, melts in the high-T peak (T = 211 K) on heating. We suspect the
high-T peak on cooling is the PNRs forming macroscopic FE domains with the
accompanying global rhombohedral distortion. The high-T depolarization peak
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would be melting of this state.
We measured the second order susceptibility to determine if the ferroelectric
state in PMN at low temperature in zero field is thermodynamically stable. We
found that the second order susceptibility indicated a decrease in polarization
below T = 205 K when the FEL state was created both through field cooling and
after zero field cooling. This implied that the global free energy minimum below
this T is not a ferroelectric state but towards a more disordered state. In addi-
tion, we found that the high temperature depolarization Ip peak is associated
with the FEU state was stable below T = 203 K. Aging near the depolarization
peak at 211 K caused a significant reduction in the polarization. This suggested
that there may be a phase transition at this temperature.
The observations described suggest that relaxors are composed of two glasses:
a high-T glass that is formed through PNR freezing through dipolar and quadrupo-
lar strain interactions; and a low-T glass that is most likely composed of unit-cell
displacements along the [100]-type directions.
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